This paper analyses frequency tracking characteristics of a complex-coefficient adaptive infinite-impulse response (IIR) notch filter used for suppression of narrow-band interference (NBI) with a randomly-varying frequency in a quadriphase shift keying (QPSK) modulated direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) communication system. The QPSK DS-CDMA signals are transmitted over a frequency non-selective Rayleigh fading channel. The analysis is based on a first-order real-coefficient difference equation with respect to steady-state instantaneous frequency tracking error from which a closed-form expression that relates frequency tracking mean square error (MSE) with number of DS-CDMA active users and NBI power is obtained. Closed-form expressions for optimum notch bandwidth coefficient and step size constant that minimize the frequency tracking MSE are also derived. Computer simulations are included to substantiate the accuracy of the analyses.
Introduction
Direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) is a preferred multiplexing technique in cellular telecommunications services as it exhibits desired features that are not inherently found in other multiple access techniques, i.e., time-division multiple-access (TDMA) and frequency-division multiple-access (FDMA). Some of superior DS-CDMA features include robustness in multipath fading environment, flexibility in allocation of channels and increased spectral efficiency due to its capability of sharing bandwidth with narrow-band communication systems [1] [2] [3] . The bandwidth sharing capability is made possible by the inherent narrow-band interference (NBI) suppression capacity of DS-CDMA due to the processing gain of spread spectrum systems. However, for high levels of NBI power, the NBI suppression capacity of DS-CDMA system can be enhanced by means of signal processing techniques at the receiver. Several methods with varying complexities have been proposed for suppression of NBI in DS-CDMA communication systems [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In [10] , a complex coefficient adaptive notch filter implemented as a constrained infinite-impulse response (IIR) filter with a complex Gauss-Newton adaptation algorithm was proposed. Its application in the suppression of NBI in quadriphase shift keying (QPSK) direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DSSS) communication system was shown to result in a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement factor than that achieved by finite-impulse response (FIR) adaptive prediction filter. In [11] a complex coefficient adaptive IIR notch filter with a simplified gradient-based algorithm that does not require any matrix inversion was presented. Analyses of its convergence, steady-state and tracking characteristics were presented in [12] [13] [14] [15] , respectively. Its application in suppression of NBI in QPSK-DSSS system with fixed unknown frequency was introduced in [13] . This paper investigates frequency tracking characteristics of the complex-coefficient adaptive IIR notch filter in [11] that is used for suppression of NBI with randomly-varying frequency in a synchronous QPSK DS-CDMA communication system communicating over a frequency non-selective Rayleigh fading channel. The analysis is based on the derived first-order real-coeff-
icient difference equation with respect to steady-state instantaneous frequency tracking error from which a closed-form expression for frequency tracking mean square error (MSE) is obtained. In addition, closed-form expressions for optimum notch bandwidth coefficient and step size constant are also derived. Computer simulations are included to substantiate accuracy of the analyses. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system model. Complex coefficient adaptive IIR notch filter is presented in Section 3 whereas frequency tracking is analyzed in Section 4. In Section 5 simulations are presented and discussed before a conclusion in Section 6.
System Model
We consider a synchronous DS-CDMA system over frequency-nonselective Rayleigh fading channel using QPSK modulation, quaternary pseudo-noise (PN) spreading m-sequences and the rectangular chip waveform. It is assumed that there are K simultaneously transmitting users. Referring to Figure 1 , the transmitted signal for the i-th user   1
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where: P is the power of the transmitted signal. 
Therefore the in-phase and quadrature-phase data and spectrum spreading signals are expressed as 
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The QPSK DS-CDMA signal comprising of signals for all K active users is transmitted over a frequency non-selective Rayleigh fading channel with impulse response given by
where  is the phase shift with uniform PDF over 0, 2   ,  is the time delay which is uniformly distributed over   0, s T and  is the Rayleigh distributed attenuation having a probability density function (PDF) expressed as
The transmitted signal is corrupted with a zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)   w t 0 / 2 N with two-sided power spectral density (PSD) and a NBI modeled as
where J is the power of the interference and   t  is the instantaneous phase deviation.
The received signal at the input of the correlator bank in Figure 1 is expressed as
At time kT c the samples
where   
Complex Coefficient Adaptive IIR Notch Filter
Using complex notation, a complex input signal to a complex coefficient adaptive IIR notch filter in Figure 1 is of the form
where Figure 1 can be written as (for simplicity, is normalized to unity)
is the instantaneous frequency that follows a random walk model and is expressed as
where is a zero-mean white noise with variance
 ,  is the scaling factor for the frequency drift and is assumed to be small, i.e., 1   and 0  is the initial frequency.
Transfer function of first-order complex coefficient IIR notch filter for suppression of the NBI in (17) is given by [11] .
where 0
 is the notch bandwidth coefficient and 1  is the notch frequency coefficient. Adaptation algorithm used here to estimate the instantaneous frequency of the NBI is expressed as [11] . 
Transfer function from the input ( ) x k to the gradient signal ( ) k  in (24) is given by [11] .
Frequency Tracking Error Analysis
In this section, frequency tracking error of the algorithm in (24) is analyzed. We define steady-state tracking error of instantaneous frequency ( ) k  as [14] , [15] .
Referring to the coefficient adaptation algorithm in (24), it follows from (27) that [15] :
A first-order difference equation with respect to ( ) k  is and obtained by using approximations for steady-state signals ( ) e k ( ) k  ved in [14] , and is expressed by deri
where the input to the difference equation
given by 
Square of Tracking Error Due to Frequency Drift
ro the frequency drift is found to be given by By referring to (29), (30) and (31), square of tracking r due to er  is obtained by [12, 14] . From (32), (33) and (34), the closed-form expression for the frequency tracking MSE can be expressed as
Optimum Step Size and Notch Bandwidth Coefficients
From (35), the optimum step-size opt  that corresponds by ct to to minimum frequency tracking MSE is derived equating the first derivative of MSE in (35) with respe  to zero. This yield: .
Similarly, equating to zero the first derivative of MSE in (35) with respect to  we obtain:
where:
Simulation and Discussions
In this section, computer simulation results are compared with analytical values obtained in (35), (36), (37) and (38) substantiate the accuracy of the proposed analytical tained by averagor to to method. All simulated results were ob g over 50 independent computer runs f in 2500 k  14000 with J = 2.0, and P = 0.1, i.e., interference-to-signal power ratio (ISR) of 13.0 dB. The values for 2 v , ,   and 0  were set to Step size constant  
Conclusions
Frequency tracking characteristics of the complex-coefficient adaptive IIR notch filter for suppression of NBI with randomly-varying frequency in a DS-CDMA communication system over a Rayleigh fading channel were investigated in this paper. Derived closed-form expressions for frequency tracking MSE and optimum step size and notch bandwidth coefficient have revealed a need for proper setting of adaptation algorithm and IIR notch filter parameters to minimize frequency tracking MSE. Moreover, computer simulation results have demonstrated the accuracy of the analytical approach. In the future, probability of bit error of the DS-CDMA system with NBI suppression complex adaptive IIR notch filter will be investigated. 
